SafeGuard X-Frame™
Low profile secure tablet solutions

spacepole.com

The use of tablets within the retail and
hospitality environments is re-writing
the ground rules for customer service
and increasingly, POS. Their use as an
in-store information point is obvious
but developers are tapping into the
real advantages of using these devices
as part of the POS infrastructure.
Other applications abound where
tablets can provide information-based
solutions. Kiosks provide guided selling, product look up and ordering.
In the back office, inventory control,
product availability and quality control
are key. For the hospitality industry,
mobile order taking, processing and
kitchen management are important
requirements of today’s catering environments.
With so many variations on applications and types of device, mounting
options are more diverse than ever,
requiring flexibility and style whilst
ensuring security. X-Frame is the
ideal solution for the most compre-

hensive range of Android™, iOS™
and Windows® based tablets. The
X-Frame broadens the overall scope
of technology mounts for tablets, in
effect enabling an ability to service all
customer tablet requirements with
this highly flexible design. It combines Ergonomic Solutions’ traditional
retail focus and knowledge with a new
aesthetic design to meet the growing
demands and use of tablet technology.
Security is important. Tablets are high
value and highly sought after. ClickSafe
options are available for applications
requiring hand-held or mobile operation.
Ergonomic Solutions understands technology and technology integration and
we also understand the physical security
requirements of these valuable assets.
X-Frame is a lightweight, easy to
handle, low profile solution that keeps
the essential buzz of using a tablet
whilst offering a secure mount with a
range of options depending upon the
requirements of the application.

Fixed position: Desk top & counter mounting (SPXFx01)
▪ Secure light weight two piece frame that clamps around the tablet that
maintains tablet aesthetics and feel
▪ 120mm pole
▪ 98mm footprint
▪ Internal cable management
▪ Features DuraTilt® Flip that enables adjustability arc of 270° (from one
side to the opposite side)
▪ Tested through 250,000 cycles
▪ Simple and timely installation
▪ Compatible with all X-Frames and fully upgradable for technology changes

Axis Orientation: Desk Top & Counter Mounting (SPXFx02)
▪ Secure light weight two piece frame that clamps around the tablet that
maintains tablet aesthetics and feel
▪ Portrait to landscape rotation (left and right)
▪ 120mm pole
▪ 98mm footprint
▪ Internal cable management
▪ Features DuraTilt® Flip that enables adjustability arc of 270° (from one
side to the opposite side)
▪ Tested through 250,000 cycles
▪ Simple and timely installation
▪ Compatible with all X-Frames and fully upgradable for technology changes

Hand-held: Secure yet Removable (SPXFx03)
▪ Secure light weight two piece frame that clamps around the tablet that
maintains tablet aesthetics and feel
▪ Mounting cradle for fixed use and secure ClickSafe® curly cable tether for
hand-held applications
▪ Free Register & Retrieve™ key management system available
▪ 120mm pole
▪ 98mm footprint
▪ Internal cable management
▪ 0-70° degree tilt featuring patented DuraTilt® in-built tilting mechanism
▪ Tested through 250,000 cycles
▪ Simple and timely installation
▪ Compatible with all X-Frames and fully upgradable for technology changes

Quick Release: Mobile enabled and-held (SPXFx04)
▪ Secure light weight two piece frame that clamps around the tablet that
maintains tablet aesthetics and feel
▪ Features quick release Kensington ClickSafe® lock for fixed or mobile devices
▪ Free Register & Retrieve™ key management system available
▪ 120mm pole
▪ 98mm footprint
▪ Internal cable management
▪ Features DuraTilt® Flip that enables adjustability arc of 270° (from one
side to the opposite side)
▪ Tested through 250,000 cycles
▪ Simple and timely installation
▪ Compatible with all X-Frames and fully upgradable for technology changes

Fixed position: Floor mount (SPXFx07)
▪ Secure light weight two piece frame that clamps around the tablet that
maintains tablet aesthetics and feel
▪ Freestanding pole - offers the possibility to bolt down
▪ 950mm pole
▪ 450mm base plate
▪ Internal cable management
▪ Features DuraTilt® Flip that enables adjustability arc of 270° (from one
side to the opposite side)
▪ Tested through 250,000 cycles
▪ Simple and timely installation
▪ Compatible with all X-Frames and fully upgradable for technology changes

Fixed position: Wall bracket (SPXFx08)
▪ Secure light weight two piece frame that clamps around the tablet that
maintains tablet aesthetics and feel
▪ Secure low profile wall mount
▪ Made up of a wall- and display bracket: The X-Frame is mounted on the
display bracket which hooks onto the wall bracket
▪ Designed for fixed installations
▪ 25° angle for optimised operation and ergonomics
▪ Simple and timely installation
▪ Compatible with all X-Frames and fully upgradable for technology changes

Fixed position: Free standing base Mobile Enabled (SPXFx09)
▪ Secure light weight two piece frame that clamps around the tablet that
maintains tablet aesthetics and feel
▪ Freestanding base - offers the possibility to bolt down
▪ 150mm x 150mm base plate
▪ 1.6 kgs
▪ Internal cable management
▪ Features DuraTilt® Flip that enables adjustability arc of 270° (from one
side to the opposite side)
▪ Tested through 250,000 cycles
▪ Simple and timely installation
▪ Compatible with all X-Frames and fully upgradable for technology changes

Product overview

SPXFx01

Fixed position: Desk top and counter mounting

SPXFx02

Axis orientation: Portrait and landscape

SPXFx03

Hand-held: Secure yet removable

SPXFx04

Quick Release: Mobile enabled

SPXFx07

Fixed position: Floor mount

SPXFx08

Fixed position: Wall mount

SPXFx09

Fixed position: Free standing base

New
New tablet?
with X-Frame
in 10
days

The X-Fame promise is to provide a bespoke mount within ten days of the release of a new device.
For further information and for a comprehensive list of available X-Frames, please go to spacepole.com.

SafeGuard UCS™
With the increasing number of tablets and other mobile technologies being deployed in such diverse sectors as
retail, healthcare and education an increased demand for a professional, secure and flexible storage and charging
solution has arisen. For Ergonomic Solutions, it is a natural next step to increase our value proposition with the
SafeGuard UCS, a storage and charging solution that protects your investment in technology.
The design and function of SafeGuard UCS is targeted primarily at tablet charging and storage with or without
protective casings such as SafeGuard X-Frame. In addition, the UCS is also suitable for charging and storing various
USB powered devices such as smart phones and mobile payment devices. The SafeGuard UCS is available in three
cabinet variants to cover a comprehensive range of use cases, with either charge or charge and sync capability.
For more information and technical specifications, please go to spacepole.com.

Ergonomic Solutions
Founded in 1996, Ergonomic Solutions has grown rapidly to become a global leader in the design,
manufacture and supply of the most ergonomically advanced mounting and security solutions for a
wide range of in-store, and mobile technology for markets including retail, banking, mass transit, and
hospitality. Ergonomic Solutions has long been at the forefront of workspace planning and optimisation
and our influential Ergonomics Consultancy has advised many of the major European retailers how to
create a workspace which optimizes accessibility, usability, safety and comfort for their staff and customers.
Our suite of technology mounting solutions are designed to provide an ergonomic solution across a
huge range of applications. From the shop floor to the management suite, we can deliver a solution that
ensures that your IT investment makes the best use of the available workspace whilst simultaneously
being protected from damage and theft.

Ergonomic Solutions owns all distribution and intellectual property rights to the Ergonomic Solutions corporate brand, as well as its brands SpacePole®,
SpacePole Light®, SpacePole Essentials®, SpacePole SafeGuard™, SpacePole ClickSafe®, SpaceServ®, DuraTilt® and MultiGrip™.
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